Chances are good that if you’re in a big box store looking to pick up a floor mat for your entryway there are two characteristics of the mat that
you’re looking for: color and cost. Sure it’s important to match the décor of your entryway, but there are other key factors to selecting a quality
floor mat to consider.
Here are three reasons to invest in quality floor mats from Consolidated Plastics rather than an inexpensive mat from your local retailer:

Why does the thickness of the backing of a floor mat really matter? Let’s think
first about what you want your mat to do. Most likely you’re adding an entry
way mat to your home or business to ensure that those entering are safe.
More importantly, over time the edges of retail quality mats will curl and
crumple. Often creating safety issues like slips and falls by catching on
shoes, door jams or not lying flat against the floor. Consolidated Plastic’s
floor mats are more than three times thicker than many of our competitor’s
mats. That extra thickness ensures a clean, crisp look in your entryway and
most importantly a safe entryway.

When you purchase a quality mat from Consolidated Plastics you are investing in a lasting fixture
for your entryway. Our thicker vinyl backing keeps your mats safely in place. Our taller and
denser brush dry fiber catches dirt and traps moisture while resisting wear from foot traffic.

Quality always wins in the end. Investing in a
quality, American-made products like our brush
dry mats provides a safe and beautiful addition to
the entryway of your home or business. See and
feel the difference for yourself.
Click here to order your Consolidated
Plastics Brush Dry Mat today!
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Click here to order your Consolidated
Plastics Brush Dry Mat today!

